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Supporting your child

How does Maths-Whizz work?

Contact us

Interactive Lessons Short Assessments

What you need to know How to monitor your child’s progress

Our school’s maths provision now includes Maths-Whizz, the award-winning virtual online tutor proven to build 
confidence and accelerate progress in maths. It supports your child’s learning with engaging, interactive maths lessons 
tailored to their unique learning needs. Your child will be able to access Maths-Whizz both at home and at school.

Whizz Assist, our real-time support channel, can be accessed from the bottom left corner of the screen when 
logged into a Maths-Whizz account. Alternatively, email support@whizz.com or call 0203 328 6564

Engaging lessons that perfectly 
match both your child’s ability 

and unique pace of learning

Assessments at the end of each topic,  
to ensure new topics are presented  

at the right time, every time

Fills knowledge gaps and builds 
confidence, by replaying exercises 

and refreshing knowledge.  

•     After an initial assessment in school, the Tutor 
calculates a unique learning profile for your child and 
uses this to build their personalised lesson sequence

•     Each lesson uses clear visual explanations, interactive 
exercises and a test to reinforce understanding of 
each topic

•     Maths-Whizz is intended to be used independently, 
but you may want to monitor their usage initially and 
schedule regular times for Maths-Whizz at home

•     Your child’s teacher will advise on how many minutes 
of usage they recommend each week - we usually 
suggest sessions of up to 20 minutes at a time at 
home, with the aim of finishing at least 3 lessons to 
get their full gem each week

•     Maths-Whizz works on any device where you have an 
internet connection so you can use it on tablet and 
mobile as well as desktop

•    Monitor your child’s progress and try to encourage 
them to fill their gem by finishing 3 or more lessons

@MathsWhizzTutorwww.whizz.com @MathsWhizzTutor

•    For maths activities, tips, our blog and more, follow 
us on Facebook or Twitter and register to receive our 
newsletter via whizz.com

•    We know from research that students who use 
Maths-Whizz for at least 60 minutes a week should 
make accelerated progress in maths
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